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Recurrent Neural Networks 

•  Selec/vely	summarize	an	input	sequence	in	a	fixed-size	state	
vector	via	a	recursive	update	
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Generative RNNs 
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•  An	RNN	can	represent	a	fully-connected	directed	genera?ve	
model:	every	variable	predicted	from	all	previous	ones.	



Increasing the Expressive Power of 
RNNs with more Depth 

•  ICLR	2014,	How	to	construct	deep	recurrent	neural	networks	
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Bidirectional RNNs, Recursive Nets, 
Multidimensional RNNs, etc. 
•  The	unfolded	architecture	needs	not	be	a	straight	chain		
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(Mul?dimensional	RNNs,	Graves	et	al	2007)	

Figure 1: 2D RNN Forward pass. Figure 2: 2D RNN Backward pass.

Various statistical models have been proposed for multi-dimensional data, notably
multi-dimensional HMMs. However, multi-dimensional HMMs suffer from two severe
drawbacks: (1) the time required to run the Viterbi algorithm, and thereby calculate
the optimal state sequences, grows exponentially with the number of data points; (2)
the number of transition probabilities, and hence the required memory, grows expo-
nentially with the data dimensionality. Numerous approximate methods have been
proposed to alleviate one or both of these problems, including pseudo 2D and 3D
HMMs [8], isolating elements [12], approximate Viterbi algorithms [10], and depen-
dency tree HMMs [9]. However, none of these methods are able to exploit the full
multi-dimensional structure of the data.

As we will see, multi dimensional recurrent neural networks (MDRNNs) bring
the benefits of RNNs to multi-dimensional data, without suffering from the scaling
problems described above.

Section 2 describes the MDRNN architecture, Section 3 presents two experiments
on image segmentation, and concluding remarks are given in Section 4.

2 Multi-Dimensional Recurrent Neural Networks

The basic idea of MDRNNs is to replace the single recurrent connection found in stan-
dard RNNs with as many recurrent connections as there are dimensions in the data.
During the forward pass, at each point in the data sequence, the hidden layer of the net-
work receives both an external input and its own activations from one step back along
all dimensions. Figure 1 illustrates the two dimensional case.

Note that, although the word sequence usually connotes one dimensional data, we
will use it to refer to data examplars of any dimensionality. For example, an image is
a two dimensional sequence, a video is a three dimensional sequence, and a series of
fMRI brain scans is a four dimensional sequence.

Clearly, the data must be processed in such a way that when the network reaches a
point in an n-dimensional sequence, it has already passed through all the points from
which it will receive its previous activations. This can be ensured by following a
suitable ordering on the points {(x1, x2, ..., xn

)}. One example of a suitable order-
ing is (x1, . . . , xn

) < (x0
1, . . . , x

0
n

) if 9 m 2 (1, . . . , n) such that x
m

< x0
m

and
x

i

= x0
i

8 i 2 (1, . . . ,m� 1). Note that this is not the only possible ordering, and that
its realisation for a particular sequence depends on an arbitrary choice of axes. We will
return to this point in Section 2.1. Figure 3 illustrates the ordering for a 2 dimensional
sequence.

The forward pass of an MDRNN can then be carried out by feeding forward the
input and the n previous hidden layer activations at each point in the ordered input
sequence, and storing the resulting hidden layer activations. Care must be taken at the
sequence boundaries not to feed forward activations from points outside the sequence.

2

Bidirec?onal	RNNs	(Schuster	and	Paliwal,	1997)		
	

See	Alex	Graves’s	work,	e.g.,	2012		
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Multiplicative Interactions 

•  Mul/plica/ve	Integra/on	RNNs:		

•  Replace	
•  By	
•  Or	more	general:	
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Abstract

We introduce a general simple structural design called “Multiplicative Integra-1

tion” (MI) to improve recurrent neural networks (RNNs). MI changes the way2

of how the information flow gets integrated in the computational building block3

of an RNN, while introducing almost no extra parameters. The new structure4

can be easily embedded into many popular RNN models, including LSTMs and5

GRUs. We empirically analyze its learning behaviour and conduct evaluations on6

several tasks using different RNN models. Our experimental results demonstrate7

that Multiplicative Integration can provide a substantial performance boost over8

many of the existing RNN models.9

1 Introduction10

Recently there has been a resurgence of new structural designs for recurrent neural networks (RNNs)11

[1, 2, 3]. Most of these designs are derived from popular structures including vanilla RNNs, Long12

Short Term Memory networks (LSTMs) [4] and Gated Recurrent Units (GRUs) [5]. Despite of their13

varying characteristics, most of them share a common computational building block, described by the14

following equation:15

�(Wx+Uz + b), (1)

where x 2 Rn and z 2 Rm are state vectors coming from different information sources, W 2 Rd⇥n16

and U 2 Rd⇥m are state-to-state transition matrices, and b is a bias vector. This computational17

building block serves as a combinator for integrating information flow from the x and z by a sum18

operation “+”, followed by a nonlinearity �. We refer it as the additive building block. Additive19

building blocks are widely implemented in various state computations in RNNs (e.g. hidden state20

computations for vanilla-RNNs, gate/cell computations of LSTMs and GRUs).21

In this work, we propose an alternative design for constructing the computational building block by22

changing the procedure of information integration. Specifically, instead of utilizing sum operation23

“+", we propose to use the Hadamard product “�” to fuse Wx and Uz:24

�(Wx�Uz + b) (2)

The result of this modification changes the RNN from first order to second order [6], while introducing25

no extra parameters. We call this information integration design as Multiplicative Integration. The26

effect of multiplication naturally results in a gating type structure, in which Wx and Uz are the gates27

of each other. More specifically, one can think of the state-to-state computation Uz as dynamically28

rescaled by the Wx. Such rescaling does not exist in the additive building block in which Uz is29

independent of x. This relatively simple modification brings about advantages over the additive30

building block as it alters RNN’s gradient properties, which we discuss in detail in the next section,31

as well as verify through extensive experiments.32

Submitted to 29th Conference on Neural Information Processing Systems (NIPS 2016). Do not distribute.
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(Wu	et	al,	2016,	arXiv:
1606.06630,	NIPS2016)	

Figure 1: (a) Curves of log-L2-norm of gradients for lin-RNN (blue) and lin-MI-RNN (orange). Time gradually
changes from {1, 5, 10}. (b) Validation BPC curves for vanilla-RNN, MI-RNN-simple using Eq. 2, and MI-
RNN-general using Eq. 4. (c) Histogram of vanilla-RNN’s hidden activations over the validation set, most
activations are saturated. (d) Histogram of MI-RNN’s hidden activations over the validation set, most activations
are not saturated.

We next tried different initialization of W and U to test their sensitivities to the scaling. For each129

model, we fix the initialization of U to uniform[�0.02, 0.02] and initialize W to uniform[�rW, rW]130

where rW varies in {0.02, 0.1, 0.3, 0.6}. Table 1, top left panel, shows results. As we increase131

the scale of W, performance of the vanilla-RNN improves, suggesting that the model is able to132

better utilize the input information. On the other hand, MI-RNN is much more robust to different133

initializations, where the scaling has almost no effect on the final performance.134

3.1.3 On different choices of the formulation135

In our third experiment, we evaluated the performance of different computational building blocks,136

which are Eq. 1 (vanilla-RNN), Eq. 2 (MI-RNN-simple) and Eq. 4 (MI-RNN-general)4. From the137

validation curves in Figure 1 (b), we see that both MI-RNN, simple and MI-RNN-general yield much138

better performance compared to vanilla-RNN, and MI-RNN-general has a faster convergence speed139

compared to MI-RNN-simple. We also compared our results to the previously published models140

in Table 1, bottom left panel, where MI-RNN-general achieves a test BPC of 1.39, which is to our141

knowledge the best result for RNNs on this task without complex gating/cell mechanisms.142

3.2 Character Level Language Modeling143

In addition to the Penn-Treebank dataset, we also perform character level language modeling on two144

larger datasets: text85 and Hutter Challenge Wikipedia6. Both of them contain 100M characters from145

Wikipedia while text8 has an alphabet size of 27 and Hutter Challenge Wikipedia has an alphabet146

size of 205. For both datasets, we follow the training protocols in [14] and [1] respectively. We use147

Adam for optimization with the starting learning rate grid-searched in {0.002, 0.001, 0.0005}. If the148

validation BPC (bits-per-character) does not decrease for 2 epochs, we half the learning rate.149

We implemented Multiplicative Integration on both vanilla-RNN and LSTM, referred to as MI-150

RNN and MI-LSTM. The results for the text8 dataset are shown in Table 1, bottom middle panel.151

All five models, including some of the previously published models, have the same number of152

4We perform hyper-parameter search for the initialization of {↵,�1,�2,b} in MI-RNN-general.
5
http://mattmahoney.net/dc/textdata

6
http://prize.hutter1.net/
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In the following sections, we first introduce a general formulation of Multiplicative Integration. We33

then compare it to the additive building block on several sequence learning tasks, including character34

level language modelling, speech recognition, large scale sentence representation learning using a35

Skip-Thought model, and teaching machine to read and comprehend for the question answering36

task. The experimental results (together with several existing state-of-the-art models) show that37

various RNN structures (including vanilla RNNs, LSTMs, and GRUs) equipped with Multiplicative38

Integration provide better generalization and easier optimization. Its main advantages include: (1) It39

enjoys better gradient properties due to the gating effect. Most of the hidden units are non-saturated;40

(2) The general formulation of Multiplicative Integration naturally includes the additive building41

block as a special case, and introduces almost no extra parameters compared to the additive building42

block; and (3) Rather than inflexible ad-hoc structural design, it can be easily embedded into most of43

the popular RNN models, including LSTMs and GRUs. It can also be combined with other RNN44

training techniques such as Recurrent Batch Normalization [7]. We further discuss its relationship45

to existing models, including Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [8], second order RNNs [9, 6] and46

Multiplicative RNNs [10].47

2 Structure Description and Analysis48

2.1 General Formulation of Multiplicative Integration49

The key idea behind Multiplicative Integration is to integrate different information flows Wx and Uz,50

by the Hadamard product “�”. A more general formulation of Multiplicative Integration includes51

two more bias vectors �1 and �2 added to Wx and Uz:52

�((Wx+ �1)� (Uz + �2) + b) (3)
where �1,�2 2 Rd are bias vectors. Notice that such formulation contains the first order terms as53

in a additive building block, i.e., �1 �Uht�1 + �2 �Wxt. In order to make the Multiplicative54

Integration more flexible, we introduce another bias vector ↵ 2 Rd to gate1 the term Wx �Uz,55

obtaining the following formulation:56

�(↵�Wx�Uz + �1 �Uz + �2 �Wx+ b), (4)
Note that the number of parameters of the Multiplicative Integration is about the same as that of the57

additive building block, since the number of new parameters (↵, �1 and �2) are negligible compared58

to total number of parameters. Also, Multiplicative Integration can be easily extended to LSTMs59

and GRUs2, that adopt vanilla building blocks for computing gates and output states, where one can60

directly replace them with the Multiplicative Integration. More generally, in any kind of structure61

where k information flows (k � 2) are involved (e.g. RNN with multiple skip connections [11]62

or in feedforward models like residual networks [12]), one can implement pairwise Multiplicative63

Integration for integrating all k information sources.64

2.2 Gradient Properties65

The Multiplicative Integration has different gradient properties compared to the additive building66

block. For clarity of presentation, we first look at vanilla-RNN and RNN with Multiplicative67

Integration embedded, referred to as MI-RNN. That is, ht = �(Wxt + Uht�1 + b) versus68

ht = �(Wxt �Uht�1 + b). In a vanilla-RNN, the gradient @ht
@ht�n

can be computed as follows:69

@ht

@ht�n
=

tY

k=t�n+1

UT
diag(�

0
k), (5)

where �0
k = �

0
(Wxk +Uhk�1 +b). The equation above shows that the gradient flow through time70

heavily depends on the hidden-to-hidden matrix U, but W and xk appear to play a limited role: they71

only come in the derivative of �0 mixed with Uhk�1. On the other hand, the gradient @ht
@ht�n

of a72

MI-RNN is3:73

@ht

@ht�n
=

tY

k=t�n+1

UT
diag(Wxk)diag(�

0
k), (6)

1If ↵ = 0, the Multiplicative Integration will degenerate to the vanilla additive building block.
2See exact formulations in the Appendix.
3Here we adopt the simplest formulation of Multiplicative Integration for illustration. In the more general

case (Eq. 4), diag(Wxk) in Eq. 6 will become diag(↵�Wxk + �1).

2

Experiments	on	speech	
recogni/on,	but	also	on		
language	modeling	and	
learning	word	embeddings.	



Learning Long-Term 
Dependencies with 
Gradient Descent is 

Difficult 

Y.	Bengio,	P.	Simard	&	P.	Frasconi,	IEEE	Trans.	Neural	Nets,	1994	



Robustly storing 1 bit in the presence 
of bounded noise 

•  With	spectral	radius	>	1,	noise	can	kick	state	out	of	abractor	

•  Not	so	with	radius<1	
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Storing Reliably è Vanishing gradients 

•  Reliably	storing	bits	of	informa/on	requires	spectral	radius<1	
•  The	product	of	T	matrices	whose	spectral	radius	is	<	1	is	a	matrix	

whose	spectral	radius	converges	to	0		at	exponen/al	rate	in	T	

•  If	spectral	radius	of	Jacobian	is	<	1	è	propagated	gradients	vanish	

	

9	



Why it hurts gradient-based learning 

•  Long-term	dependencies	get	a	weight	that	is	exponen/ally	
smaller	(in	T)	compared	to	short-term	dependencies	

10	

Becomes	exponen/ally	smaller	
for	longer	/me	differences,	
when	spectral	radius	<	1	



To store information robustly the 
dynamics must be contractive   
•  The	RNN	gradient	is	a	product	of	Jacobian	matrices,	each	

associated	with	a	step	in	the	forward	computa/on.	To	store	
informa/on	robustly	in	a	finite-dimensional	state,	the	dynamics	
must	be	contrac/ve	[Bengio	et	al	1994].		

	
•  Problems:		

•  e-values	of	Jacobians	>	1	à	gradients	explode		
•  or	e-values	<	1	à	gradients	shrink	&	vanish	
•  or	random	à	variance	grows	exponen/ally	

	11	

Storing	bits	
robustly	requires	
e-values<1	

Gradient	
clipping	

(Pascanu,	Mikolov	
&	Bengio	
ICML2013)	
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Delays & Hierarchies to Reach Farther  
•  Delays	and	mul/ple	/me	scales,	Elhihi	&	Bengio	NIPS	1995,	

Koutnik	et	al	ICML	2014	
•  How	to	do	this	right?	
•  How	to	automaScally	
and	adapSvely	do	it?	
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Hierarchical	RNNs	(words	/	sentences):	
Sordoni	et	al	CIKM	2015,	Serban	et	al	
AAAI	2016		
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input input gate forget gate output gate
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state
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Fighting the vanishing gradient: 
LSTM & GRU 

•  Create	a	path	where	
gradients	can	flow	for	
longer	with	a	self-loop	

•  Corresponds	to	an	
eigenvalue	of	Jacobian	
slightly	less	than	1	

•  LSTM	is	now	heavily	used	
(Hochreiter	&	Schmidhuber	
1997)	

•  GRU	light-weight	version	
(Cho	et	al	2014)	
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LSTM:	(Hochreiter	&	Schmidhuber	1997)	(Hochreiter	1991);	first	version	of	
the	LSTM,	called	Neural	Long-
Term	Storage	with	self-loop	

new state ⇡ old state + update

@new state

@old state

⇡ I



Fast Forward 20 years: Attention 
Mechanisms for Memory Access 

•  Neural	Turing	Machines	(Graves	et	al	2014)	
•  and	Memory	Networks	(Weston	et	al	2014)	
•  Use	a	content-based	aben/on	mechanism	

(Bahdanau	et	al	2014)	to	control	the	read	
and	write	access	into	a	memory	

•  The	aben/on	mechanism	outputs	a	sonmax	
over	memory	loca/ons	

14	

write	

read	



Large Memory Networks: Sparse Access 
Memory for Long-Term Dependencies 
•  Memory	=	part	of	the	state	
•  Memory-based	networks	are	special	RNNs	
•  A	mental	state	stored	in	an	external	memory	can	stay	for	arbitrarily	

long	dura/ons,	un/l	it	is	overwriben	(par/ally	or	not)	
•  Forgepng	=	vanishing	gradient.	
•  Memory	=	higher-dimensional	state,	avoiding	or	reducing	the	need	for	

forgepng/vanishing	

15	

passive	copy	

access	



What RNN architectures do you use 
in your research? 

Graves	et	al.	2013	
Pascanu	et	al.	2013	

Simple	RNN	

Stacked	RNN	

Skip	connec?ons	

“Deep”	RNN	



What	is	Depth	in	
RNNs?		

Recurrent	
				Depth		

Feedforward	
							Depth		

Depth in RNNs 

(Architectural	Complexity	Measures	of	Recurrent	Neural	Networks	
Zhang	et	al	2016,	arXiv:1602.08210)	



-	Recurrent	depth：	
the	length	of	the	*longest*	path	over	/me,	
divide	by	/me	

-	Feedforward	depth：	
consider	the	input-output	nonlineari/es	while	
eliminating	the	effect	of	recurrent	depth	

Depth in RNNs 



Designing the RNN Architecture 

•  Recurrent	depth:	max	path	length	divided	by	sequence	length	
•  Feedforward	depth:	max	length	from	input	to	nearest	output	
•  Skip	coefficient:	shortest	path	length	divided	sequence	length	
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: (a) An example of an RNN’s Gc and G
un

. V
in

is denoted by square, V
hid

is denoted by circle and V
out

is denoted by diamond. In Gc, the number on each edge is its corresponding �. The longest path is colored in
red. The longest input-output path is colored in yellow and the shortest path is colored blue. The value of three
measures are dr = 3

2

, df = 3 and s = 2. (b) 5 more examples. (1) and (2) have dr = 2, 3

2

, (3) has df = 5, (4)
and (5) has s = 2, 3

2

.

have m = 1, while some special structures like hierarchical or clockwork RNN [15, 21] have m > 1.89

For example, Figure 1(a) (unfolded graph representation G
un

) shows that the period number of this90

specific RNN is 2.91

The connecting architecture describes how information flows among RNN units. Assume v̄ 2 V

c

92

is a node in G
c

, let In(v̄) denotes the set of incoming nodes of v̄, In(v̄) = {ū|(ū, v̄) 2 E

c

}. In93

the forward pass of the RNN, the transition function F

v̄

takes outputs of nodes In(v̄) as inputs and94

computes a new output. For example, vanilla RNNs units with different activation functions, LSTMs95

and GRUs can all be viewed as units with specific transition functions. We now give the general96

definition of an RNN:97

Definition 2.3. An RNN is a tuple (G
c

,G
un

, {F
v̄

}
v̄2Vc), in which G

un

= (V

un

, E

un

) is the unfolding98

of RNN cyclic graph G
c

, and {F
v̄

}
v̄2Vc is the set of transition functions. In the forward pass, for99

each hidden and output node v 2 V

un

, the transition function F

v̄

takes all incoming nodes of v as the100

input to compute the output.101

An RNN is homogeneous if all the hidden nodes share the same form of the transition function.102

3 Measures of Architectural Complexity103

In this section, we develop different measures of RNNs’ architectural complexity, focusing mostly104

on the graph-theoretic properties of RNNs. To analyze an RNN solely from its architectural aspect,105

we make the mild assumption that the RNN is homogeneous. We further assume the RNN to106

be unidirectional. For a bidirectional RNN, it is more natural to measure the complexities of its107

unidirectional components.108

3.1 Recurrent Depth109

Unlike feedforward models where computations are done within one time frame, RNNs map inputs110

to outputs over multiple time steps. In some sense, an RNN undergoes transformations along both111

feedforward and recurrent dimensions. This fact suggests that we should investigate its architectural112

complexity from these two different perspectives. We first consider the recurrent perspective.113

The conventional definition of depth is the maximum number of nonlinear transformations from inputs114

to outputs. Observe that a directed path in an unfolded graph representation G

un

corresponds to a115

sequence of nonlinear transformations. Given an unfolded RNN graph G

un

, 8i, n 2 Z, let D
i

(n) be116

the length of the longest path from any node at starting time i to any node at time i+ n. From the117

recurrent perspective, it is natural to investigate how D
i

(n) changes over time. Generally speaking,118

D
i

(n) increases as n increases for all i. Such increase is caused by the recurrent structure of the RNN119

which keeps adding new nonlinearities over time. Since D
i

(n) approaches 1 as n approaches 1,3120

to measure the complexity of D
i

(n), we consider its asymptotic behaviour, i.e., the limit of Di(n)

n

121

as n ! 1. Under a mild assumption, this limit exists. The following theorem prove such limit’s122

computability and well-definedness:123

Theorem 3.2 (Recurrent Depth). Given an RNN and its two graph representation G
un

and G
c

, we124

denote C(G
c

) to be the set of directed cycles in G
c

. For # 2 C(G
c

), let l(#) denote the length of #125

3Without loss of generality, we assume the unidirectional RNN approaches positive infinity.
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Figure 2: Left: (a) the architectures for sh, st, bu and td, with their (dr, df ) equal to (1, 2), (1, 3), (1, 3) and
(2, 3), respectively. The longest path in td are colored in red. (b) The 9 architectures denoted by their (df , dr)
with dr = 1, 2, 3 and df = 2, 3, 4. We only plot the hidden states within 1 time step (which also have a period
of 1) in both (a) and (b). Right: (a) Various architectures that we consider in Section 4.4. From top to bottom
are baseline s = 1, and s = 2, s = 3. (b) Proposed architectures that we consider in Section 4.5 where we take
k = 3 as an example. The shortest paths in (a) and (b) that correspond to the recurrent skip coefficients are
colored in blue.

DATASET MODELS\ARCHS sh st bu td

PennTreebank tanh RNN 1.54 1.59 1.54 1.49
tanh RNN-SMALL 1.80 1.82 1.80 1.77

text8 tanh RNN-LARGE 1.69 1.67 1.64 1.59
LSTM-SMALL 1.65 1.66 1.65 1.63
LSTM-LARGE 1.52 1.53 1.52 1.49

df \dr dr = 1 dr = 2 dr = 3
df = 2 1.88 1.84 1.83
df = 3 1.86 1.84 1.85
df = 4 1.94 1.89 1.88

Table 1: Left: test BPCs of sh, st, bu, td for tanh RNNs and LSTMs. Right: test BPCs of tanh RNNs with
recurrent depth dr = 1, 2, 3 and feedforward depth df = 2, 3, 4 respectively.

sequential MNIST dataset: Each MNIST image data is reshaped into a 784⇥ 1 sequence, turning218

the digit classification task into a sequence classification one with long-term dependencies [25, 24].219

A slight modification of the dataset is to permute the image sequences by a fixed random order220

beforehand (permuted MNIST). Results in [25] have shown that both tanh RNNs and LSTMs did not221

achieve satisfying performance, which also highlights the difficulty of this task.222

For all of our experiments we use Adam [26] for optimization, and conduct a grid search on the223

learning rate in {10�2

, 10

�3

, 10

�4

, 10

�5}. For tanh RNNs, the parameters are initialized with224

samples from a uniform distribution. For LSTM networks we adopt a similar initialization scheme,225

while the forget gate biases are chosen by the grid search on {�5,�3,�1, 0, 1, 3, 5}. We employ226

early stopping and the batch size was set to 50.227

4.2 Recurrent Depth is Non-trivial228

To investigate the first question, we compare 4 similar connecting architectures: 1-layer (shallow)229

“sh”, 2-layers stacked “st”, 2-layers stacked with an extra bottom-up connection “bu”, and 2-layers230

stacked with an extra top-down connection “td”, as shown in Figure 2(a), left panel. Although the231

four architectures look quite similar, they have different recurrent depths: sh, st and bu have d

r

= 1,232

while td has d
r

= 2. Note that the specific construction of the extra nonlinear transformations in td is233

not conventional. Instead of simply adding intermediate layers in hidden-to-hidden connection, as234

reported in [18], more nonlinearities are gained by a recurrent flow from the first layer to the second235

layer and then back to the first layer at each time step (see the red path in Figure 2a, left panel).236

We first evaluate our architectures using tanh RNN on PennTreebank, where sh has hidden-layer237

size of 1600. Next, we evaluate four different models for text8 which are tanh RNN-small, tanh238

RNN-large, LSTM-small, LSTM large, where the model’s sh architecture has hidden-layer size of239

512, 2048, 512, 1024 respectively. Given the architecture of the sh model, we set the remaining three240

architectures to have the same number of parameters.241

Table 1, left panel, shows that the td architecture outperforms all the other architectures for all the242

different models. Specifically, td in tanh RNN achieves a test BPC of 1.49, which is comparable to243

the BPC of 1.48 reported in [27] using stabilization techniques. Similar improvements are shown for244

LSTMs, where td architecture in LSTM-large achieves BPC of 1.49, outperforming the BPC of 1.54245

reported in [23] with MRNN (Multiplicative RNN).246

It is also interesting to note the improvement we obtain when switching from bu to td. The only247

difference between these two architectures lies in changing the direction of one connection (see248

Figure 2(a)), which also increases the recurrent depth. Such a fundamental difference is by no means249

self-evident, but this result highlights the necessity of the concept of recurrent depth.250
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It makes a difference 

•  Impact	of	change	in	recurrent	depth	

•  Impact	of	change	in	skip	coefficient	
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RNN(tanh) s = 1 s = 5 s = 9 s = 13 s = 21
MNIST 34.9 46.9 74.9 85.4 87.8

s = 1 s = 3 s = 5 s = 7 s = 9
pMNIST 49.8 79.1 84.3 88.9 88.0

LSTM s = 1 s = 3 s = 5 s = 7 s = 9
MNIST 56.2 87.2 86.4 86.4 84.8

s = 1 s = 3 s = 4 s = 5 s = 6
pMNIST 28.5 25.0 60.8 62.2 65.9

Model MNIST pMNIST
iRNN[25] 97.0 ⇡82.0
uRNN[24] 95.1 91.4
LSTM[24] 98.2 88.0

RNN(tanh)[25] ⇡35.0 ⇡35.0
stanh(s = 21, 11) 98.1 94.0

Architecture, s (1), 1 (2), 1 (3), k
2

(4), k
MNIST k = 17 39.5 39.4 54.2 77.8

k = 21 39.5 39.9 69.6 71.8
pMNIST k = 5 55.5 66.6 74.7 81.2

k = 9 55.5 71.1 78.6 86.9

Table 2: Results for MNIST/pMNIST. Top-left: test accuracies with different s for tanh RNN. Top-right: test
accuracies with different s for LSTM. Bottom: compared to previous results. Bottom-right: test accuracies for
architectures (1), (2), (3) and (4) for tanh RNN.

Table 2, bottom-left panel, shows that our simple architecture improves upon the uRNN by 2.6% on305

pMNIST, and achieves almost the same performance as LSTM on the MNIST dataset with only 25%306

number of parameters [24]. Note that obtaining good performance on sequential MNIST requires a307

larger s than that for pMNIST (see Appendix B.4 for more details). LSTMs also showed performance308

boost and much faster convergence speed when using larger s, as displayed in Table 2, top-right309

panel. LSTM with s = 3 already performs quite well and increasing s did not result in any significant310

improvement, while in pMNIST, the performance gradually improves as s increases from 4 to 6. We311

also observed that the LSTM network performed worse on permuted MNIST compared to a tanh312

RNN. Similar result was also reported in [25].313

4.5 Recurrent Skip Coefficients vs. Skip Connections314

We also investigated whether the recurrent skip coefficient can suggest something more than simply315

adding skip connections. We design 4 specific architectures shown in Figure 2(b), right panel. (1) is316

the baseline model with a 2-layer stacked architecture, while the other three models add extra skip317

connections in different ways. Note that these extra skip connections all cross the same time length318

k. In particular, (2) and (3) share quite similar architectures. However, the way in which the skip319

connections are allocated make a big difference on their recurrent skip coefficients: (2) has s = 1, (3)320

has s = k

2

and (4) has s = k. Therefore, even though (2), (3) and (4) all add extra skip connections,321

the fact that their recurrent skip coefficients are different might result in different performance.322

We evaluated these architectures on the sequential MNIST and pMNIST datasets. The results show323

that differences in s indeed cause big performance gaps regardless of the fact that they all have skip324

connections (see Table 2, bottom-right panel). Given the same k, the model with a larger s performs325

better. In particular, model (3) is better than model (2) even though they only differ in the direction of326

the skip connections. It is interesting to see that for MNIST (unpermuted), the extra skip connection327

in model (2) (which does not really increase the recurrent skip coefficient) brings almost no benefits,328

as model (2) and model (1) have almost the same results. This observation highlights the following329

point: when addressing the long term dependency problems using skip connections, instead of only330

considering the time intervals crossed by the skip connection, one should also consider the model’s331

recurrent skip coefficient, which can serve as a guide for introducing more powerful skip connections.332

5 Conclusion333

In this paper, we first introduced a general formulation of RNN architectures, which allows one334

to construct more general RNNs, and provides a solid framework for the architectural complexity335

analysis. We then proposed three architectural complexity measures: recurrent depth, feedforward336

depth, and recurrent skip coefficients, each capturing the complexity in the long term, complexity in337

the short term and the speed of information flow. We also find empirical evidence that increasing338

recurrent depth might yield performance improvements, increasing feedforward depth might not help339

on long term dependency tasks, while increasing the recurrent skip coefficient can largely improve340

performance on long term dependency tasks. These measures and results can provide guidance for341

the design of new recurrent architectures for a particular learning task. Future work could involve342

more comprehensive studies (e.g., providing analysis on more datasets, using different architectures343

with various transition functions) to investigate the effectiveness of the proposed measures.344
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Near-Orthogonality to Help 
Information Propagation 

•  Ini/aliza/on	to	orthogonal	recurrent	W	
•  Unitary	matrices:	all	e-values	of	matrix	are	1	

•  Zoneout:	randomly	choose	to	simply	copy	the	state	unchanged	
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Figure 1: Zoneout as a special case of droput: h̃
t

is the hidden activation without zoneout, the hidden
state h

t

has zoneout applied stochastically as represented by the dashed line; this can be expressed as
dropout on the corresponding input node, which represents the difference h̃

t

� h

t�1.

Figure 2: Zoneout (left) vs the recurrent dropout strategy of [Semeniuta et al., 2016] in an LSTM.
Dashed lines are zero-masked, and, in zoneout, the corresponding dotted lines are masked with the
corresponding opposite zero-mask.

each hidden state is trained (implicitly) to remember and emphasize all task-relevant aspects of the84

preceding inputs, and to incorporate new inputs into its representation of state.85

In simple RNNs, the hidden state is computed by a standard “linear layer”, i.e., an affine transform86

followed by a nonlinearity, �.87

~

h

t

= �(W
h

~

h

t�1 +W
x

~x

t

+~

b), (1)

and a naive application of dropout simply applied zero-masking to the updated ~h
t

.88

In LSTM networks, the hidden state is divided into memory cells ~h
t

which are intended for internal89

long-term storage, and hidden state, ~h
t

which is used as a transient representation of state at time-step90

t. In LSTM, ~c
t

and ~

h

t

are computed via a set of the four “gates”, including the forget gate, f
t

,91

which directly connects ~c
t

to the memories of the previous time-step ~c

t�1, via an element-wise92

multiplication. Large values of the (ironically named) forget gate cause the cell to remember most93

(but not all) of its previous value. The other gates control the flow of information in (i
t

, g

t

) and out94

(o
t

) of the cell.95

LSTM:96

i

t

, f

t

, o

t

= �(W
x

x

t

+W

h

h

t�1 + b) (2)
g

t

= tanh(W
xc

x

t

+W

hc

+ b

c

) (3)
c

t

= f

t

� c

t�1 + i

t

� g

t

(4)
h

t

= o

t

� tanh(c
t

) (5)

A naive application of dropout in LSTMs zero-masks either or both of the memory cells and97

hidden states; here d

t

represents the dropout mask, which is a Bernoulli random variable sampled98

independently at each time-step during training, and is replaced by the expectation at test time.99

LSTM with dropout applied to memory cells:100

i

t

, f

t

, o

t

= �(W
x

x

t

+W

h

h

t�1 + b) (6)
g

t

= tanh(W
xc

x

t

+W

hc

+ b

c

) (7)
c

t

= d

t

� (f
t

� c

t�1 + i

t

� g

t

) (8)
h

t

= o

t

� tanh(c
t

) (9)

Alternatives abound, however; masks can be applied to any subset of the gates and/or cells/states.101

Recently, Semeniuta et al. [2016] proposed zero-masking the input gate:102

3

(Krueger	et	al	2016,	
submi`ed)	

(Arjowski,	Amar	&	
Bengio	ICML	2016)	

(Saxe	et	al	2013,	ICLR2014)	



Variational Generative RNNs 

•  (Chung	et	al,	NIPS’2015)	
•  Regular	RNNs	have	noise	injected	only	in	input	space	
•  VRNNs	also	allow	noise	(latent	variable)	injected	in	top	hidden	

layer;	more	«	high-level	»	variability	
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Injec?ng	higher-level	varia?ons	/	latent	variables	in	RNNs	



Figure 1: Computational graph for VHRED model. Rounded boxes represent (deterministic) real-
valued vectors. Variables z represent latent stochastic variables.

At training time, for n = 1, . . . , N , a sample zn is drawn from the approximate posterior119

N (µposterior(w1, . . . ,wn),⇧posterior(w1, . . . ,wn)) and used to estimate the gradient of the varia-120

tional lower-bound given by Eq. (4). The approximate posterior is parametrized by its own one-layer121

feed-forward neural network, which takes as input the output of the context RNN at the current time122

step, as well as the output of the encoder RNN for the next sub-sequence.123

The VHRED model greatly helps to reduce the problems with the generation process used by the124

RNNLM and HRED model outlined above. The variation of the output sequence is now modelled125

in two ways: at the sequence-level with the conditional prior distribution over z, and at the sub-126

sequence-level (token-level) with the conditional distribution over tokens w1, . . . , wM . The variable z127

helps model long-term output trajectories, by representing high-level information about the sequence,128

which in turn allows the variable hm to primarily focus on summarizing the information up to token129

M . Intuitively, the randomness injected by the variable z corresponds to higher-level decisions, like130

topic or sentiment of the sentence.131

4 Experimental Evaluation132

We consider the problem of conditional natural language response generation for dialogue. This is an133

interesting problem with applications in areas such as customer service, technical support, language134

learning and entertainment [29]. It is also a task domain that requires learning to generate sequences135

with complex structures while taking into account long-term context [17, 27].136

We consider two tasks. For each task, the model is given a dialogue context, consisting of one or137

more utterances, and the goal of the model is to generate an appropriate next response to the dialogue.138

We first perform experiments on a Twitter Dialogue Corpus [22]. The task is to generate utterances139

to append to existing Twitter conversations. The dataset is extracted using a procedure similar to140

Ritter et al. [22], and is split into training, validation and test sets, containing respectively 749, 060,141

93, 633 and 10, 000 dialogues. Each dialogue contains 6.27 utterances and 94.16 tokens on average.142

The dialogues are fairly long compared to recent large-scale language modelling corpora, such as143

the 1 Billion Word Language Model Benchmark [4], which focus on modelling single sentences.144

We also experiment on the Ubuntu Dialogue Corpus [17], which contains about 500, 000 dialogues145

extracted from the #Ubuntu Internet Relayed Chat channel. Users enter the chat channel with a146

Ubuntu-related technical problem, and other users try to help them. For further details see Appendix147

6.1. We chose these corpora because they are large, and have different purposes—Ubuntu dialogues148

are typically goal driven, where as Twitter dialogues typically contain social interaction ("chit-chat").149

4

Variational Hierarchical RNNs for 
Dialogue Generation (Serban et al 2016) 

•  Lower	level	=	words	of	an	uberance	(turn	of	speech)	
•  Upper	level	=	state	of	the	dialogue	
•  Inject	high-level	choices	
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Hierarchical Multiscale Recurrent 
Neural Networks 
(Chung, Ahn & Bengio arXiv:1609.01704) 

•  How	to	learn	to	update	higher-level	states	at	the	right	
points	in	/me,	corresponding	to	slower	/me	scales,	but	not	
necessarily	on	a	fixed	(clockwork)	schedule,	rather	an	
adap/ve,	dynamic	one?	

•  If	each	level	updates	once	every	10	steps	of	lower	level	
then	3rd	level	updates	once	every	1000	raw	steps!	
•  Advantage	for	propaga/ng	gradients	for	long-term	
dependencies	

•  Computa/onal	advantage	(but	need	HARD	decisions)	

24	
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Hierarchical Multiscale Recurrent 
Neural Networks: Gating Mechanism 
•  Decide	to	copy	the	current	level	

state	vs	upda/ng	it	from	lower-
level	state	

•  If	upda/ng	it,	restart	the	lower	
level	RNN,	condi/oned	on	upper-
level	state	

•  Need	to	take	a	binary	decision	in	
order	to	actually	get	a	pure	copy	
and	avoid	leakage	of	gradients	

•  Need	that	binary	decision	to	be	
stochas/c	to	have	a	chance	to	
learn	it	
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How to backprop through stochastic 
binary decisions?  

•  REINFORCE:	correlate	the	ac/on	with	the	reward,	very	high	
variance	es/mator	

•  Straight-through	es?mator	(Hinton	2012,	Bengio,	Leonard	&	
Courville	arXiv	2013,	Courbariaux	et	al	NIPS	2015)	
•  Heuris/c	but	worked	very	well	in	several	sepngs	

•  MuProp	(Gu	et	al	ICLR	2016,	arXiv	1511.05176)	combines	a	son	
decision	with	a	hard	one,	unbiased	baseline	of	REINFORCE	uses	
the	gradient	of	the	loss	wrt	son	decision	

•  VIMCO	(Mnih	&	Rezende	ICLR	2016,	arXiv:1602.06725)	
31	
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Hierarchical Multiscale Recurrent 
Neural Networks: Results 
(Chung, Ahn & Bengio arXiv:1609.01704) 

•  Automa/cally	
segmen/ng	so	as	
to	beber	predict	
the	next	character	

•  SF-LSTM	is	not	
comparable	
(changes	
parameters	on	the	
fly)	

32	

Text8
Model BPC

td-LSTM (Zhang et al., 2016) 1.63
HF-MRNN (Mikolov et al., 2012) 1.54

MI-RNN (Wu et al., 2016) 1.52
Skipping-RNN (Pachitariu and Sahani, 2013) 1.48

MI-LSTM (Wu et al., 2016) 1.44
Batch-normalized LSTM (Cooijmans et al., 2016) 1.36

HM-LSTM 1.30

Table 2: Bits-per-character on the Text8 test set.
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where L = 3 and ReLU(x) = max(0, x) (Nair and Hinton, 2010). Finally, the probability distribution
for the next target character is computed by the softmax function, softmax(x

j

) =

e

x

jP
K

k=1 e

x

k

, where
each output class is a character.

Penn Treebank We process the Penn Treebank dataset (Marcus et al., 1993) by following the
procedure introduced in Mikolov et al. (2012). Each update is done by using a mini-batch of 64

examples of length 100 to prevent the memory overflow problem when unfolding the RNN in time
for backpropagation. The last hidden state of a sequence is used to initialize the hidden state of the
next sequence to approximate the full backpropagation. We train the model using Adam (Kingma and
Ba, 2014) with an initial learning rate of 0.002. We divide the learning rate by a factor of 50 when
the validation negative log-likelihood stopped decreasing. The norm of the gradient is clipped with
a threshold of 1 (Pascanu et al., 2012). We also apply layer normalization (Ba et al., 2016) to our
models. For all of the character-level language modelling experiments, we apply the same procedure,
but only change the number of hidden units, mini-batch size and the initial learning rate.

For the Penn Treebank dataset, we use 512 units in each layer of the HM-LSTM and 512 units for
the embedding layer of the output module. In Table 1, we compare the test BPCs of four variants
of our model to other baseline models. Note that the HM-LSTM using the step function for the
hard boundary decision outperforms the other HM-LSTMs using either sampling or soft boundary
decision (i.e., hard sigmoid). The test BPC is further improved with the slope annealing trick, which
reduces the bias of the straight-through estimator. We increased the slope from a = 1 to a = 5 with
the following schedule a = min (5, 1 + 0.04 · N

epoch

), where N

epoch

is the maximum number of
epochs. The best BPC 1.27 is achieved by the HM-LSTM. For the next two tasks on Text8 and Hutter
Prize Wikipedia datasets, we fixed the hard boundary decision using the step function without slope
annealing due to the difficulty of finding a good annealing schedule on large-scale datasets.

Text8 The Text8 dataset (Mahoney, 2009) consists of 100M characters extracted from the Wikipedia
corpus. Text8 contains only alphabets and spaces, and thus we have total 27 symbols. In order
to compare with other previous works, we follow the data splits used in Mikolov et al. (2012);
Cooijmans et al. (2016); Wu et al. (2016). We use 1024 units for each HM-LSTM layer and 2048

units for the embedding layer of the output module. The mini-batch size and the initial learning
rate are set to 128 and 0.001, respectively. The results are shown in Table 2. Our model obtains the
state-of-the-art BPC 1.30.

Hutter Prize Wikipedia The third dataset for language modelling is the Hutter Prize Wikipedia
(also known as enwik8) dataset (Hutter, 2012). This corpus contains 205 symbols including XML
markups and special characters. We follow the data preparation process used in Mikolov et al. (2012)
and Graves (2013) where the first 90M characters are used to train the model, the next 5M characters
for validation, and the remainders for the test set. We use the same model size as in the Text8
experiments. The mini-batch size and the initial learning rate are set to 128 and 0.001, respectively.
In Table 3, we show the HM-LSTM achieving the state-of-the-art test BPC 1.37.
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Hutter Prize Wikipedia
Model BPC

SF-LSTM (Rocki, 2016b)⇤ 1.37
Stacked LSTM (Graves, 2013) 1.67
MRNN (Sutskever et al., 2011) 1.60
GF-LSTM (Chung et al., 2015a) 1.58

Grid-LSTM (Kalchbrenner et al., 2015) 1.47
MI-LSTM (Wu et al., 2016) 1.44

Recurrent Highway Networks (Zilly et al., 2016) 1.42
Recurrent Memory Array Structures (Rocki, 2016a) 1.40

Layer-normalized LSTM (Ba et al., 2016)† 1.46
HM-LSTM 1.37

Table 3: Bits-per-character on the Hutter Prize Wikipedia test set. (*) This method uses test error
signals for predicting the next characters, which makes it not comparable to other methods that do
not. (†) This model is implemented by the authors as the standard LSTM architecture using layer
normalization with the additional output module (Ba et al., 2016).

Penn Treebank Line 1

Penn Treebank Line 2

Penn Treebank Line 3

Figure 3: Hierarchical multiscale structure in the Penn Treebank dataset captured by the HM-LSTM

Wikipedia Line 1

Wikipedia Line 2

Wikipedia Line 3

Figure 4: Hierarchical multiscale structure in the Hutter Prize Wikipedia dataset captured by the
HM-LSTM

Visualizing Learned Hierarchical Multiscale Structure In Figure 3, we visualize the boundaries
detected by the boundary detectors of the HM-LSTM while reading a character sequence of total
length 270 taken from the validation set of the Penn Treebank corpus. Due to the page width limit, the
figure contains the sequence partitioned into three segments of length 90. The white blocks indicate
boundaries z

`

t

= 1 while the black blocks indicate the non-boundaries z

`

t

= 0. Figure 4 shows the
result of the same procedure but on a validation sequence from the Hutter Prize Wikipedia dataset.

Interestingly, in both Figure 3 and Figure 4, we can observe that the boundary detector of the first
layer, z

1, tends to be turned on when it sees a space, which is a reasonable breakpoint to separate
between words. This is somewhat surprising because the model self-organizes this structure without
any explicit boundary information. Another interesting point is that the model tends to skip flushing
at spaces inside a phrase of a frequent n-gram. For example, the following phrases, “weeks ago”,
“most famous”, “more useful”, and “Ancient cultures”, where the model skips flushing at space, all
seem to be highly frequent 2-grams. Conversely, we also see flushing in the middle of a word, e.g.,
“tele-FLUSH-phone” and “high-FLUSH-land”. Note that “tele” and “high” are prefixes after which a
various number of postfixes can follow. From these, it seems that the model uses to some extent the
concept of surprise to learn the boundary. Although interpretation of the second layer boundaries is
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Hierarchical Multiscale Recurrent 
Neural Networks: Results 
(Chung, Ahn & Bengio arXiv:1609.01704) 
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parameters	on	the	
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Analysis 

•  Detected	Boundaries	by	the	HM-LSTM	
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Analysis 
•  Detected	Boundaries	by	the	HM-LSTM	
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Penn Treebank Line 1

Penn Treebank Line 2

Penn Treebank Line 3

1st layer : 270 updates,  2nd layer : 54 updates,  3rd layer : 7 updates
= 270⇥ 1

5
⇡ 54⇥ 1
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